Now On DVD & Blu-Ray
Justified Season 3 In the nonstop, gunslinging third season of the highly
acclaimed hit series, Deputy US Marshal Raylan Givens (Timothy Olyphant)
must wield his brand of renegade justice against modern crime like never
before. Surrounded by dirty politicians, drug cartels, murder frames, hidden
fortunes and multiple criminal forces warring for control - including
archenemies Boyd Crowder (Walton Goggins, The Shield) and Dickie Bennett
(Jeremy Davies in his Emmy-winning role), a mystery man named
"Limehouse," a lethal mob enforcer newly arrived from the Motor City and in
a final shocking showdown, his own father - Givens finds himself in
everyone's cross hairs. Sony
Archer Season 3 Join suave master spy Sterling Archer and his team at ISIS for
another hilarious season of over-sexed, hard-drinking espionage and insanity!
With a crisis brewing aboard the international space station, Earth may be
doomed, but the world's most dangerous secret agent has bigger worries.
Archer's dead fiancée returns to life as a cyborg. His nemesis, Bionic Barry,
takes over the KGB, and Archer's mother has steamy affairs with both the
Italian prime minister and Archer's man-crush. Packed with outrageous
operations and irreverent intrigue, Season Three comes armed to the teeth
with exclusive, highly classified animated extras. Fox
Taken 2 His family targeted by a vengeful crime boss in Istanbul, retired CIA
agent Bryan Mills (Liam Neeson) must fight an army of killers to ensure their
safe return in this action sequel from director Olivier Megaton and
producer/co-writer Luc Besson. As the families of the kidnappers killed by
Mills gather together for a mass funeral, their leader Merad (Rade Sherbedgia)
vows to make the man who brought them so much misery pay. Meanwhile,
back in the U. S., Mills invites his ex-wife Lenore (Famke Janssen) and their
daughter Kim (Maggie Grace) to join him on a trip to Istanbul after their
long-planned trip to China falls through. Later, in Istanbul, the family is
settling in and enjoying the sites when Merad's gang abducts Mills and
Lenore. Communicating with her father via a hidden cell phone, Kim accesses
his secret weapons cache and embarks on a frantic race through an unfamiliar
city in a bid to rescue her parents from certain death. Once she manages to
free her father, Mills puts his "particular set of skills" to use while attempting
to rescue his Lenore, and escape Merad's unrelenting attack. Fox
Won't Back Down Maggie Gyllenhaal and Viola Davis lead a stellar cast in this
empowering drama inspired by actual events. Hard-working single mom
Jamie Fitzpatrick (Gyllenhaal) is concerned that John Adams Elementary is
letting her daughter down. Teaming with a caring teacher (Davis) who wants
the best future for her own son, she sets out to improve attitudes and elevate
the school's academic standards. Despite the odds, with courage, hope and
persistence, the women just might prevail in this uplifting film that also stars
Rosie Perez and Academy Award Winner Holly Hunter. Fox
Ironman Armored Adventures Season 2, Volume 3 Join Tony Stark and his
friends as they battle it out to keep control of his father's company, Stark
Enterprises and protect the original Iron Man armor! Watch as he fights
villains to save his position as the original Iron Man all while being a normal
teenager. Will he be able to help a fellow super-hero regain his power? Or will
he turn his back on him in an effort to protect himself? Anything can happen
in the superhero world of Iron Man Armored Adventures! Vivendi
Ninjago Rise of the Green Ninja The great Devourer has been defeated, but
Lord Garmadon is still at large and what's worse - he now holds the four
Golden Weapons of Spinjitzu, and soon he commands both the Serpentine
and the Ninjas' flying ship 'The Bounty'. The four Ninja must train Lloyd for his
confrontation with his father, but with limited powers and without a home, it
proves more difficult than they could have imagined. And Lloyd is not exactly
an A-student either. Garmadon is bent on preventing Lloyd meeting his full
potential. He unleashes a series of devious plots including the ultimate Mega
weapon, enemy pirates, dark replicas of the four ninjas and a dangerous race
across Ninjago. The destiny of the Green Ninja has yet to be fulfilled. Warner
The Imposter There are two sides of every lie. Unforgettable, chilling and
emotional, The Imposter tells the gripping true story of a Texan boy who went
missing in 1994 and was miraculously found three and a half years later
thousands of miles away in southern Spain. Despite glaring inconsistencies in
his physical appearance, the boy's family brought their long-lost "son" home
to restart his life in Texas. Questions soon arise: how could the Barclay's
blonde, blue-eyed son have returned with darker skin and eyes? How could
his personality and even accent have changed so dramatically? Truth soon
proves stranger than fiction as the real story emerges. This is a jaw-dropping
story about the lies we want to believe and the truths we choose to construct.
Indomina
Stone of Destiny Based on true events of 1950, this comic adventure follows
Scottish nationalist Ian Hamilton (Charlie Cox) and three other young men as
they make a daring raid on Westminster Abbey in an attempt to return the
historic Stone of Scone to Scotland. Hamilton and his cohorts must outwit
British authorities in their mission to right a centuries-old wrong and revive
Scottish national pride. Kate Mara, Billy Boyd and Robert Carlyle co-star. Green
Apple
30 Nights of Paranormal Activity with The Devil Inside The Girl with the
Dragon Tattoo Scare yourself silly and scream with laughter at this hilarious
spoof of Hollywood's hottest horror movies. When a young family, who can't
seem to stop filming themselves, moves into a house that turns out to be
haunted, they meet up with a host of creepy characters - including a horny
vampire-hunting president who wants to emancipate their dragon-tattooed
daughter. With help from the hysterically high-energy "Ghost Brothers" the
family sets out to solve the mystery of the haunted house. Fox
Hannah and Her Sisters The eldest daughter of show-biz parents, Hannah
(Mia Farrow) is a devoted wife, loving mother and successful actress. A loyal
supporter of her two aimless sisters (Barbara Hershey) and Holly (Dianne
Wiest), she's also the emotional backbone of a family that seems to resent her
stability almost as much as they depend on it. But when Hannah's perfect
world is quietly sabotaged by sibling rivalry, she finally begins to see that
she's as lost as everyone else, and in order to find herself, she'll have to choose
- between the independence her family can't live with... and the family she
can't live without. MGM
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Seven Psychopaths Three friends (Colin Farrell, Christopher Walken, and
Sam Rockwell) incur the wrath of a violent L.A. gangster (Woody Harrelson)
by kidnapping his prized shih tzu in this black comedy from In Bruges
director Martin McDonagh. Aspiring screenwriter Marty (Farrell) has a
brilliant screenplay called Seven Psychopaths floating around in his head;
unfortunately he's usually to hungover to make any real progress on it.
Meanwhile, Marty's best friend Billy (Rockwell) has some great ideas for the
story, but he's reluctant to offer input without invitation. A down-on-his-luck
actor, Billy pays his rent by running a lucrative dognapping scam with
smooth-talking Hans (Walken). Just when frustrated Marty begins to fear
that all of his ideas have dried up, however, Billy shows up with an adorable
shih zhu swiped from a quick-tempered gangster (Harrelson), and a
desperate trip into the desert finds the ideas flowing like drinks at an open
bar. Sony
Sleeper hen cryogenically preserved Miles Monroe (Allen) is awakened 200
years after a hospital mishap, he discovers the future's not so bright: all
women are frigid, all men are impotent, and the world is ruled by an evil
dictator...a disembodies nose! Pursued by the secret police and recruited by
anti-government rebels with a plan to kidnap the dictator's snout before it
can be cloned, Miles falls for the beautiful - but untalented - poet Luna
(Diane Keaton). But when Miles is captured and reprogrammed by the
government - to believe he's Miss America! - it's up to Luna to save Miles,
lead the rebels, and cut off the nose...just to spite its face. MGM
Compliance Inspired by true events, Compliance tells the chilling story of
just how far one might go to obey a figure of authority. On a particularly
busy day at a suburban Ohio fast food joint, high-strung manager Sandra
(Ann Dowd) receives a phone call from a police officer saying that an
employee, a pretty young blonde named Becky (Dreama Walker), has stolen
money from a customer. Convinced she's only doing what's right, Sandra
commences the investigation, following step-by-step instructions from the
officer at the other end of the line, no matter how invasive they become.
Magnolia
Abel's Field Left motherless by tragedy and abandoned by his father, high
school senior Seth McArdle (Samuel Davis) has been put under enormous
pressure to support his little sisters. At school, he endures the daily bullying
of the football team. When he fights back, he's singled out for punishment,
assigned to an after-school work detail under the supervision of a reserved
groundskeeper, Abel (Kevin Sorbo). Much to his surprise, Seth discovers that
Abel may be the only one who truly understands his struggles. As dark times
lure Seth towards desperate measures, the reluctant Abel may be the one
person who can point him back towards the light. Sony
Undercover Bridesmaid Tanya Harsin (Brooke Burns) is miserable at her
latest job defending Daisy (Nicole Paggi) the daughter of Jim Thompson, a
Texas mogul (Gregory Harrison). Tanya has been hired to protect Daisy, who
has been receiving death threats weeks before her wedding. Harsin
struggles to blend in with the bubbly, girly bridesmaids; this is not her
typical assignment. Between the aunt who is depleting the family
scholarship fund, the playboy cousin with an inheritance at stake, a very
angry business partner, and the groom with a wandering eye - almost
everyone at the wedding is a legitimate suspect, and this undercover
bridesmaid must not lose control of her mission. But will Tanya manage to
protect the bride when she's distracted by a handsome friend of the groom?
Vivendi
Cupid With Valentine's Day approaching, Eve Lovett (JoelyFisher), a
workaholic TV talk show host with a string of failed relationships, is worried
she will never find true love.But when a mysterious stranger named Vernon
Gart (Jamie Kennedy) shows up on the set claiming to work for Cupid, Inc.,
Eve has no idea her love life is about to get an arrow right through the heart.
Vivendi
Tai Chi Zero Everyone is a martial arts master, and use a powerful form of Tai
Chi in all aspects of their life. Yang has arrived to learn it, only to find that it's
forbidden for the villagers to teach their secret style to an outsider. When a
mysterious man arrives with a frightening steam-powered machine the
villagers realize they may have no choice but to put their faith in Yang, who
has a secret power of his own. Well Go USA
Perry Mason Season 8, Vol. 2 Perry Mason is an attorney who specializes in
defending seemingly indefensible cases. With the aid of his secretary Della
Street and investigator Paul Drake, he often finds that by digging deeply
into the facts, startling facts can be revealed. Often relying on his
outstanding courtroom skills, he often tricks or traps people into
unwittingly admitting their guilt. Parmount/CBS
Jack & Diane Jack and Diane, two teenage girls, meet on a summer day in
New York City and spend the night kissing ferociously. Bubbly and naïve,
Diane's charming innocence quickly begins to open tomboy Jack's
tough-skinned heart. But when Jack discovers that Diane is moving at the
end of the summer, Jack pushes her away. Diane is overwhelmed by her
powerful new feelings, and they begin to manifest themselves in terrifying
ways, causing unexplainable violent changes to her body. Young love is a
monster - can Jack and Diane survive? Magnolia
August An irresistible gay romantic drama! On the verge of his 30th
birthday, Jonathan (Daniel Dugan) is torn between the domestic comfort of
his life with Raul (Adrian Gonzalez) and torrid pleasures of an affair with his
ex-boyfriend Troy (Murray Bartlett). August sensitively unfolds this triangle
of desire and emotion in the midst of a classic Hollywood heat wave. Wolfe
Rites of Passage Nathan (Ryan Donowho), an anthropology student, invites
a few of his classmates and their professor (Stephen Dorff ) to his family's
abandoned ranch - once a sacred Chumash burial ground - to recreate an
ancient ceremony. There they meet Nathan's psychotic older brother Benny
(Wes Bentley) and drug fueled Delgado (Christian Slater). The students then
embark on a rite of passage that no one will ever forget. Magnolia
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Javier Bardem Films Include: Biutiful Academy Award nominee Javier Bardem is
Uxbal, a man on the wrong side of the law who struggles to provide for his
children on the dangerous streets of Barcelona. As fate encircles him, Uxbal
learns to accept the realities of life, whether bright, bad - or biutiful - in this
unforgettable Academy Award-nominated film from director Alejandro
González Iñárritu (Amores Perros, 21 Grams and Babel). Mondays In The Sun
Oscar winner Javier Bardem dominates this insightful and heartbreaking drama
that captured five Goya Awards including Best Film and Best Actor. Directed by
Fernando Leon de Aranoa, the powerful story follows five unemployed shipyard
workers on the coast of Spain. Led by the cocky Santa (Bardem), the men may be
down on their luck but still encourage each other to search for work, love and
the strength to hope for better days. No Country For Old Men Joel and Ethan
Coen deliver their most gripping and ambitious film yet in this sizzling and
supercharged action-thriller. When a man stumbles on a bloody crime scene, a
pickup truck loaded with heroin, and two million dollars in irritable cast, his
decision to take the money sets off an unstoppable chain reaction of violence.
Not even West Texas law can contain it. Lionsgate
Ten Thousand Ways to Die - Spaghetti Western Collection Loaded six-shooters,
fast-paced action, luscious ladies and a hearty dose of comedy can all be found
in this outstanding collection of acclaimed movies from the epic filmmaking
genre affectionately known as Spaghetti Westerns. Filled with gangs of outlaws,
crooks and law enforcement, these 12 films from the definitive era contain all of
the usual fights, gun battles and explosive surprises that make the Spaghetti
Western genre so entertaining to watch and cherish. Includes: Beyond The Law,
Four Dollars Of Revenge, God's Gun, His Name Was King, It Can Be Done Amigo,
Jesse And Lester, Johnny Yuma, Now They Call Him Sacramento, Seven Guns For
Timothy, Grand Duel, The Great Adventure & The Last Gun. Mill Creek
Jean-Claude Van Damme 4 Movie Collection: Universal Soldier Luc Deveraux
(Jean-Claude Van Damme), the heroic former Universal Soldier, is about to be
thrown into action once again. When Seth (Michael Jai White), the
supercomputer controlled ultra-warrior, decides to take revenge and destroy its
creators, only Luc can stop it. All hell breaks loose as Luc battles Seth and a
deadly team of perfect soldiers in a struggle that pits man against machine and
good against evil. Knock Off Jean-Claude Van Damme stars in an explosive
thriller as Marcus Ray, "The King of the Knock-Offs" in Hong Kong's shady
manufacturing scene, who gets involved in a Russian Mafia plot to hold the
United States security for ransom. As his allies prove to be his enemies, Ray's
survival comes to depend on his knowing the fakes from the real thing! The
Hard Corps Jean-Claude Van Damme and Vivica A. Fox (Kill Bill Vo. I,
Independence Day) star in this hard-hitting action film about justice and
revenge. Van Damme stars as former Desert Storm special forces solider Phillip
Sauvage. Sauvage is hired by a retired World Heavyweight champion turned
wealthy entrepreneur, Wayne Barclay, to protect him and his family against a
powerful rap music mogul and thug who has just been released from prison and
is out to seek revenge against Barclay- the person that put him behind bars. To
assist in the protection of the family, Sauvage sets up a team of young fighters
and former soldiers who become 'The Hard Corps." Second Command He's a
former Navy S.E.A.L. with the combat experience to protect U.S. interests
anywhere. But the day he arrives at his new post in a turbulent Eastern European
nation, Commander Sam Keenan is thrust into a bloody and chaotic scene:
Heavily-armed rebels have ransacked the capital city, killed the U.S. Ambassador
and are threatening to overthrow a new President and his fragile democracy.
Keenan quickly secures the U.S. Embassy and gives the President shelter. But
with help form U.S. forces hours away and violent insurgents closing in, Keenan
must find a way t crush the rebellion...before the Embassy goes down in flames.
Mill Creek
Hollow Man After years of experimentation, Dr. Sebastian Caine, a brilliant but
arrogant and egotistical scientist working for the Defense Department, has
successfully transformed mammals to an invisible state and brought them back
to their original physical form. Determined to achieve the ultimate
breakthrough, Caine instructs his team to move on to Phase III: human
experimentation. Using himself as the first subject, the invisible Caine finds
himself free to do the unthinkable. But Caine's experiment takes an unexpected
turn when his team can't bring him back. As the days pass, he grows more and
more out of control, doomed to a future without flesh as the Hollow Man.
Hollow Man 2 Experience nonstop thrills as Christian Slater plays Michael
Griffin, an invisible assassin turned insane murderer, the result of an
experimental invisibility serum which is driving him mad as it brings him a slow,
painful death. Maggie Dalton (Laura Regan - Unbreakable), a beautiful, brilliant
research biologist, is the only person who can keep him alive - but when the
government uses her as bait to trap Griffin, she must turn to Frank Turner (Peter
Facinelli - The Scorpion King), a Seattle homicide detective, for protection. As
Griffin becomes increasingly deadly and out-of-control, Turner's left with one
choice to keep Maggie alive: he must take the invisibility serum and become a
Hollow Man himself. Twice the action, twice the thrills and twice the terror - as
the two Hollow Men face one another in their spectacular final battle.
Fortress 2 In the not-so-distant future, Earth is controlled by a giant corporation
called Men-Tel. After escaping from a maximum security prison known as The
Fortress, renegade John Brennick (Christopher Lambert) and his wife and son
are fugitives on the run. But Brennick is soon apprehended again and placed in a
furturistic state-of-the-art maximum security prison recently completed by
Men-Tel. Orbiting 26.000 miles from Earth, the prison houses the planet's most
fierce criminals, forcing them to perform dreaded space labor amidst meteor
showers and other harsh elements. Here, Brennick is locked down by hi-tech
security jail cells and surrounded by an elaborate system of computer
surveillance devices, including a camera placed inside his body. If Brennick ever
wants to be re-united with his wife and son, he has no hope by to try to escape an idea that was never thought possible...until now! The Harvest There's more
than one way to rob a man and Charlie Pope imagined the worst. After waking
up on an operating table with a kidney missing, he discovers a tropical
underworld of black-market human organ sales. Now the butcher is back for
Charlie's other kidney. Miguel Ferrer and Leilani Sarelle star with Henry Silva,
Anthony John Denison and Harvey Fierstein in this shocking psycho thriller that
gets under your skin. Mill Creek

